Accelerate value with a primary platform approach

Complexity is choking innovation and limiting returns

Why do companies accept delays to progress when IT complexity blocks the way? Many think there is no alternative. They feel siloed and believe that ad hoc approaches to cloud transformation are “just the way it’s always been”—but today, cloud technology has evolved to simplify IT significantly, removing many of the traditional barriers to success.

In order to realize that success and maximize value, a progressive and sustainable approach to cloud is imperative. In the absence of a sustainable multicloud strategy, reactive short-term fixes stifle organizational agility and constrict business transformation. Companies sleepwalk into using multiple cloud platforms, porting legacy data, apps and the old ways of working with them.

That not only leads to complexity, but also security issues and spiraling costs for multiple systems.

Simplicity enables potential

Companies need to modernize and enable innovation while seeing a clear ROI and managing risk. A progressive primary platform approach as part of your multicloud strategy can unlock long-term value, but only with the right people behind a well-managed strategy that makes IT easy to use.

Rebalancing talent and technology can help organizations evolve and simplify complexity. Simplified cloud migration offers organizations an opportunity to become smarter, leaner and more effective by asking “What do we really want to be?” and “How do we want to work?”

“Around 80% of CIOs report that they have not attained the level of agility and business benefits that they sought through modernization.”

Source: Unlocking business acceleration in a hybrid cloud world, Arul Elumalai and Roger Roberts, McKinsey Digital

Cognizant
Your primary platform: the Microsoft Cloud

End-to-end transformation and faster time-to-value

Reimagine your processes and transform your experiences by embracing the full power of the Microsoft Cloud with the Cognizant Microsoft Business Group. As your trusted partner, we help you realize your investments in a primary platform sooner and with greater effect. You can go deep with Microsoft to get it right the first time, simplify complexity, and maximize business value and ROI. The Microsoft Cloud platform is designed to drive end-to-end transformation across experiences, processes and modernization.

Choose a primary platform

Modernize your platform
Modern platforms operate in the cloud, turning infrastructure and data into opportunities that unleash innovation.

Reimagine your processes
Processes transform resources into powerful experiences that are fully integrated, enable greater collaboration and improve operational effectiveness.

Transform your experiences
Experiences determine a company’s relevance. They change minds, behaviors and lives.

Why Cognizant Microsoft Business Group?
The right partner with the right approach

Raising the standard for cloud modernization and beyond, the Cognizant Microsoft Business Group (MBG) is an end-to-end Microsoft-centric cloud solutions provider leveraging our extensive experience and IP to deliver constant innovation and business value to our clients. Whether a platform native, multi-cloud, or hybrid-cloud environment, we meet you where you are on your cloud modernization journey.

Our proprietary GO Digital Operating Model is designed to help you rebalance your people, processes, and technology to maximize the business value of your investments on the Microsoft Cloud platform.
GO Digital Operating Model

Get started with the Cognizant Microsoft Business Group
Change your mindset to free your teams with focus, simplicity and scale

- Trusted partners — 18 years of co-innovation & collaboration
- 17,000+ Microsoft trained workforce members
- 6,000+ Microsoft certified professionals
- 13 Microsoft advanced specializations
- Azure Expert MSP, 18 Microsoft GOLD Competencies
- 25+ Microsoft Partner of the Year awards

About Cognizant
Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 194 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the world. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.

To learn more, visit mbg.cognizant.com